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TERRITORY OF AMERICAN SAMOA

Treaties

American Samoa Treaties:
With the U.K., Aug. 28 and Sept. 2, 1879; With the U.K., the U.S. and Germany, Sept. 29, 1883; and the final act of the conference on the affairs of Samoa (Treaty of Berlin), June 14, 1889, var. pag. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 49, for $6.00]

Constitutions

Constitution of American Samoa, 1960:

Revised Constitution of American Samoa, 1967:
unpaginated, n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 11, for $1.50]

Proposed Revised Constitution of American Samoa, 1986:
Prep. by the Constitutional Convention, mimeo, 1+2137p. (This constitution was rejected by the voters in a referendum held 4 Nov. 1986.) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 12, for $1.50]

Legislation

American Samoa Legislature, Session Laws:

Code of American Samoa, 1946 Edition:
277p., Government of American Samoa, Office of the Governor, n.d. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 1, for $6.00]

Revised Code of American Samoa, 1961 Edition:

Code of American Samoa, 1973 Edition:
2 vols., with 1979 pocket parts, printed for the Government of American Samoa by the Equity Publishing Company, 1973. [Available on 22 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 3, for $33.00]
American Samoan Code Annotated, 1981 Edition:

Executive Branch

Codification of the Regulations & Orders

American Samoa Administrative Code, 1982:
A Codification of the Administrative Rules of American Samoa, looseleaf, with supplementation through March 1988, and with a volume of superseded materials, Seattle, published for the Government of American Samoa by the Book Publishing Company, 1982- [Available on 30 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 15, for $45.00]

Annual Reports of the Governor of American Samoa
to the Secretary of the Interior: 1952/53–1981, Office of the Governor, 1953–1982. [Available on 40 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 5, for $60.00]

Amerika Samoa:
Vol. 1–2 #1, June 1973–July 1974, Pago Pago, Office of Samoan Information, 1973–74. (Official government periodical) [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 17, for $4.50]

The ASG Report:

Bench & Bar

American Samoa Reports, 1st Series:

American Samoa Reports, 2nd Series:
1983–1994, Vol. 1–25, published by the High Court of American Samoa. [Available on 43 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 14, for $64.00]

The Samoan Pacific Law Journal:

Mormons v. Secretary of the Interior;
Corporation of the presiding bishop of the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints v. Hon. Donald P. Hodel, Secretary of the Interior, et al., in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia: Memorandum and Court Order, filed 30 May 1986, 39+1p, mimeo, n.p., n.d. (The full cite for this case its appeal path through the U.S. Article III courts is: 265 U.S. App. D.C. 226, 830 F.2d 374 (1987), cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1015, 100 L. Ed. 2d 214, 108 S. Ct. 1752. In the words of the D.C. court: “This case involves the Mormon Church, title to land that has been in dispute since the turn of the century, and the Fa’a Samoa—the Samoan way of thinking and doing.” Plaintiff church was deprived of its land by order of the High Court of American Samoa. It is noteworthy that the latter court is neither a constitutional Article III court, nor a legislatively-created court. It was originally a creation of the navy commander who opened the first American coaling station in Pago Pago in 1900. In 1951 the Secretary of the Interior succeeded the Secretary of the Navy as the person charged by the U.S. President with the administration of law and...
justice in the territory, and thus with the supervision of the High Court. Using the only “appeal process” available from that court, Plaintiff in the above case requested review and reversal by the Secretary of the Interior, who by executive order is responsible for all civil, military and judicial authority in the territory. The secretary declined to overrule the Samoan court; hence the suit against the Secretary in his official domicile, the District of Columbia, in the District Court for the District of Columbia. This is the only avenue for judicial review open to the residents of American Samoa, and is an artifact of judicial precedent rather than statute. The effect of the case was to reaffirm the view of the U.S. courts that territories are not entitled to Article III courts under the constitution, and must make do with whatever judicial process is accorded to them by the U.S. Government acting through the Secretary of the Interior. Cf. Laughlin, Stanley K., _The Law of the United States Territories & Affiliated Jurisdictions_, n.p., Lawyers Coop., 1995, pp. 219–223.) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 50, for $1.50]

**Relations with the U.S. Government**

(In chronological order by date of event or of publication)

**The Agency of A.B. Steinberger in the Samoan Islands:**
Message from the President of the United States (Grant) to the Congress, 44th Cong., 2nd Sess., Hse. Exec. Doc. No. 44, Feb. 24, 1877, 159p, n.p., n.d. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 42, for $3.00]

**American Rights in Samoa:**
Message from the President of the United States (Cleveland) to the Congress, 50th Cong., 1st Sess., Hse. Exec. Doc. No. 238, April 2, 1888, 311p, Wash., GPO, n.d. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 7, for $6.00]

**Samoan Affairs:**
Message from the President of the United States (Cleveland) to the Congress, 53rd Cong., 3rd Sess., Sen. Exec. Doc. No. 97, Feb. 26, 1895, 483p, Wash., GPO?, n.d. [Available on 5 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 31, for $7.50]

**American Samoa, Congressional Hearings, 1928:**
Joint hearings before the Senate Comm. on Territorial & Insular Possessions and the House Comm. on Insular Affairs, 70th Cong., 1st Sess., Jan. 17–21, 1928, iii+105p, Wash., GPO, 1928. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 32, for $3.00]

**Acceptance of Cessions of Certain Samoan Islands:**

**American Samoan Commission:**
Hearings before the commission appointed by the President in accordance with Public Resolution No. 89, 70th Cong. ... accepting the session of certain islands of the Samoan Group, Sept.–Oct. 1931, Honolulu & Pago Pago, 510p, Wash., GPO, 1931. [Available on 6 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 8, for $9.00]

**The American Samoan Commission’s Visit to Samoa,**
Sept.–Oct. 1931: by Reuel S. Moore & Joseph R. Farrington, iii+68p, Wash., GPO, 1931. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 29, for $1.50]

**Hopkins’ Committee Report:**
Report to the U.S. Secretary of the Navy by the Committee to Study the Naval Administration of Guam & American Samoa, mimeo press release, var. pag., 1947. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 10, for $3.00]

**American Samoa:**
Report of a Special Sub-Committee on Territorial & Insular Affairs of the House Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., Nov. 1954, Comm. Print No. 4, vi+35p, Wash., GPO, 1954. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 34, for $1.50]
Information on the Government, Economy, Public Health, and Education

U.S. Senate Study Mission to Eastern (American) Samoa:
[Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 36, for $4.50]

American Samoa:
Hearing before the Subcommittee on Territorial & Insular Affairs of the House Committee on Interior & Insular Affairs, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess., Apr. 18, 1973, iii+46p, Wash., GPO, 1973. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 37, for $1.50]

Current Problems in American Samoa:
[Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 16, for $3.00]

Jurisdiction of Submerged Lands in American Samoa,

Legislative History of the Omnibus Insular Areas Act of 1979–1980:
H.R. 3756, Public Law 96-205, (Dealing with American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, the Trust Territory of the Pacific, and the Virgin Islands), Compiled by the Subcomm. on National Parks & Insular Affairs of the Hse. Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 96th Cong., 2nd Sess., 5+185p, Wash., GPO, 1980. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 95-038 for $6.00]

of the U.S. Constitution: Report to the Ranking Minority Member of the Hse. Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 106p, GAO/HRD-91-18, Wash., GAO, June 1991. (Deals with American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 95-037 for $3.00]

The Application of Federal Laws in American Samoa,

United Nations Publications

American Samoa: Working Paper
prepared by the Secretariat for the General Assembly’s Special Comm. on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, June 7, 1974, 10p., A/AC.109/L.947 [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 39, for $1.50]

Decolonization – Special issue on American Samoa:
Oct. 1978, No.13, 20p. (Decolonization is a publication of the UN Dept. of Political Affairs, Trusteeship & Decolonization) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 40, for $1.50]

General Works

Andrew – The Samoan Settlement of 1899;
Betrayal of New Zealand Interests?: by A.L. Andrew, typescript, 44p, Sept. 25, 1966.
Bishop – Samoa Comes of Age; A Case Study:
by James K. Bishop, iv+27p, U.S. State Dept. Senior Seminar in Foreign Policy, 19th Sess., Wash., the State Department?, April 1977. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 47, for $1.50]

Cowan – Samoa and Its Story:
by James Cowan, 63p., Christchurch, etc., Whitcombe & Tombs, 1914. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 30, for $1.50]

Greer– The Government of American Samoa:
2nd Rev. Ed., by Richard A. Greer, mimeo, xi+235p, Jan. 1954. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 43, for $4.50]

Hall — Legal Research in the South Pacific:
A preliminary bibliography of selected areas and issues: by Frederick Lee Hall, III, 113+4+ 1+20p, typescript, final draft, Dec. 31, 1992. (Covers American Samoa, Guam, Northern Marianas, Federated States of Micronesia, & the Philippines.) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 92-400 for $3.00]

Leigh – The Samoan Crises & Its Causes:
by John G. Leigh, pp. 723–734, in the Fortnightly Review, May 1899, N.S., Vol. CCCLXXXIX. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 28, for $1.50]

Lort-Serignam – Les Iles Samoa ou des Navigateurs;
le Conflict entre les Etats-Unis et L'Allemagne et la Nouvelle Conference de Berlin: by Arthur M.T. Lort-Serignam (pseud. Arthur de Ganniers), 40p, Paris, Charles Bayle, Editeur, 1889. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 25, for $1.50]

McCulloch – Life of John Robert Monaghan; The Hero of Samoa:
by H.L. McCulloch, S.J., 415p, n.p., 1906? [Available on 5 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 24, for $7.50]

McGrew – American Samoa, Hope & Despair, 1947–1952:
by W.L. McGrew, typescript, 36p, n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 46, for $1.50]

Marques – Iles Samoa;
Notes pour Servir a Une Monographie de cet Archipel: by A. Marques, 153p, Lisbon, Imprimerie Nationale, 1899. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 27, for $4.50]

Marsack – Samoan Land Titles;
Notes on the practice of the court and the principles adopted in the hearing of cases affecting Samoan matai titles and lands held according to the customs and usages of Western Samoa: by C.C. Marsack, 28p, Apia, Western Samoa, Land & Titles Court, July 1958. (Marsack served as President of the Land & Titles Court) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 21, for $1.50]

The Mau - A Petition to England, the United States & Germany
from the accredited representatives of the national organization of Western Samoa known as the Mau …:
August 19, 1931, Apia, Western Samoa, 39p, n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 41, for $1.50]

Morrow – My Thirty-Two Years in American Samoa:
by Arthur A. Morrow, typescript, 29p, Jan. 25, 1974. (Morrow served for years as the Chief Justice of the High Court of American Samoa.) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 44, for $1.50]

Stevenson – A Footnote to History; Eight Years of Trouble in Samoa:
by Robert Louis Stevenson, ix+322p, N.Y., Chas. Scribner’s Sons, 1892. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 22, for $6.00]

Tansill – American Samoa; A Descriptive & Historical Profile:
by William R. Tansill, 83p, Wash., L.C., Cong. Res. Serv., 1974. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 45, for $1.50]

**Tripp – My Trip to Samoa:**
by Hon. Bartlett Tripp, 182p, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, The Torch Press, 1911. (Tripp was head of the Samoan Commission.) [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 23, for $4.50]

**Voission – Les Isles Samoa et L'Arrangement Anglo-Allemand:**
by Louis P. Voission, 24p, Paris, Typographie Plon-Nourrit, 1900. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 26, for $1.50]

**TERRITORY OF GUAM**

*Constitutional Materials*

*In chronological order*

**Guam – Proceedings of the First Constitutional Convention, 1969–1970:**
751p, Agana, Garrison & McCarter Inc., n.d. [Available on 28 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 32, for $42.00]

**Amendment to the Organic Act of Guam; Hearing (1972)**
before the Subcommittee on Territorial & Insular Affairs, of the Hse. Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs., 92nd Cong., 2nd Sess., Sept. 14, 1972, iii+45p, Wash., GPO, 1972. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 16, for $1.50]

**Providing for the Establishment of a Constitution for Guam; Report (1975)**

**Proposed Constitution for Guam: Hearing (1976)**
before the Sen. Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs., 94th Cong., 2nd Sess., Apr. 12, 1976, 186p, Wash., GPO, 1976. (Also covers the Puerto Rico Federal Relations Act and a proposed constitution for the Virgin Islands) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 34, for $3.00]

**Proceedings of the Constitutional Convention, 1977:**
452p, Agana, the Territory of Guam, Mar. 1979. [Available on 16 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 35, for $24.00]

**Proposed Constitution for Guam: Hearing (1978)**

**Guam Organic Act & Related Federal Laws through June 5, 1979:**
prepared by the Guam Law Revision Commission, 36p, Agana, 1979. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 27, for $1.50]

**A Reassessment of Guam’s Political Relationship with the United States:**

**Guam Organic Act & Related Federal Laws through Aug. 31, 1984:**
U.S. TERRITORIES (Guam)

57p, Agana, Office of the Attorney General, Division of the Compiler of Laws, 1984. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 25, for $1.50]

**The Draft Guam Commonwealth Act (1986):**
prep. for the House Committee on Interior & Insular Affairs. by Daniel H. Zafren, 30p, Wash., Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, May 27, 1986. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 29, for $1.50]

**Memorandum to the Guam Commission on Self-Determination (1986):**
prep. by Arnold H. Leibowitz of the law firm of Busby, Rehm & Leonard at the request of the Guam Commission on Self-Determination to respond to the Zafren study (preceding title): typescript, 33p, Oct.3, 1986. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 30, for $1.50]

**Guam Codes & Legislation**

*In chronological order*

**The Civil Code of Guam, 1933:**
Compiled & codified by Stephen B. Robinson, in 4 divisions, Guam, Government House, Dec. 28, 1933. (Approved by the Naval Government of Guam, May 1, 1933; effective Feb. 1, 1934.) [Available on 8 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 1, for $12.00]

**The Penal Code of Guam, 1933:**
Compiled & codified by Stephen B. Robinson, in 2 parts, Manila, Bureau of Printing, 1933. [Available on 6 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 18, for $9.00]

**The Civil Code of Guam, 1947:**
in 4 divisions, Wash., GPO, 1947. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 9, for $6.00]

**The Penal Code of Guam, 1947:**
iv+219p, Wash., GPO, 1947. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 8, for $4.50]

**The Probate Code of Guam, 1947:**
in 4 divisions, Wash., GPO, 1947. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 12, for $3.00]

**The Code of Civil Procedure of Guam, 1947:**
in 4 parts, Wash., GPO, 1947. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 7, for $4.50]

**Statutes & Amendments to the Codes of the Territory of Guam, 1951–1952:**
1st Guam Legislature, by John A. Bohn, var. pag., Agana, Gov. of Guam, Oct. 6, 1952. [Available on 7 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 6, for $10.50]

**The Government Code of Guam, 1952:**
by John A. Bohn, Legislative Counsel of the Gov. of Guam, xix+575p, Agana, Gov. of Guam, 1952. [Available on 7 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 19, for $10.50]

[Scanned as 55005 & 55006]

**The Civil & Penal Codes of the Territory of Guam, 1953:**
prep. under the direction of the Guam Legislature by John A. Bohn, xvi+550+vi+318p, Agana, Office of the Secretary of the Gov. of Guam, 1953. [Available on 10 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 3, for $15.00]

**The Code of Civil Procedure & Probate Code of Guam, 1953:**
by John A. Bohn, var. pag., with 1964 supplement, Agana, Office of the Secretary of the Gov. of Guam, Nov. 5, 1953. [Available on 10 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 7, for $15.00]

**The Government Code of Guam, 1961;**
the 1952 Code revised at the direction of the 5th Guam Legislature by John A. Bohn & the Office of Legislative Counsel, in 2 vols. with 1964 supplement, Agana, Gov. of Guam, 1960. [Available on 18 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 2, for $24.00]

The Government Code of Guam, 1970:
by John A. Bohn, in 3 vols. with 1974 supplement, n.p., n.d. [Available on 31 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 15, for $46.50]

The Civil Code of the Territory of Guam, 1970:
prep. under the direction of the 10th Guam Legislature by John A. Bohn, in 2 vols. with 1974 supplement, Agana, n.p., 1970. [Available on 13 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 4, for $19.50]

The Penal Code of the Territory of Guam, 1970:

The Code of Civil Procedure & Probate Code of Guam, 1970:

Guam Legislature – Session Laws, 1975/76–1991/92:
13th to 21st legislatures. (General legislation & executive orders & resolutions. Pre-1975 legislation was issued only in the form of slip laws which could not be located for filming.) [Available on 84 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 17, for $126.00]

Miscellaneous Guam Governmental Materials

Brief Extracts Relative to the Island of Guam
from publications, memoranda furnished to Congress, general orders & annual reports for 1901–1904, n.a., 176p, Wash., GPO, 1905. (Prep. by the Naval Government of Guam) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 31, for $3.00]

Civil Regulations with the Force & Effect of Law in Guam, 1947:
ii+94p, Wash., GPO, 1947. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 10, for $3.00]

Administrative Rules & Regulations of the Government of Guam, 1975:

Guam Administrative Rules, 1991–:
prep. by the Office of the Attorney General, Division of the Compiler of Laws, Vol. 1, Titles 1–6, only, Agana, Gov. of Guam, 1991. (The work was still in process as of Oct. 2000. Additional portions will be filmed and delivered to standing order customers as they are received from the Division of Compiler of Laws.) [Available on 8 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 36, for $12.00]

Annual Reports of the Governor of Guam, 1938–1981:
(No reports were issued for the years 1942–1950. LLMC’s set lacks the report for 1978. A copy is solicited for filming purposes) [Available on 62 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 23, for $93.00]

Guam-Federal Digest, 1950–1987;
A digest of all published Guam cases reported in the Supreme Court Reporter, Federal Reporter 2d and the Federal Supplement: prep. by the Compiler of Laws, Office of the Attorney General, iii+2++4+54+280p, Agana, n.d. (pref. is dated June 1988). (Guam is serviced by a U.S. Federal District Court of Guam. Intermediate appeals are heard by the District Court of Guam, Appellate Division; which is comprised of the District Judge for the District Court of Guam, the District Judge of the District Court for the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and a visiting U.S. District Judge from within the Ninth Circuit of the United States. The appellate functions normally provided by a state Supreme Court are performed for Guam by the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.) [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 37, for $6.00]
Relations With the United States  

_In chronological order_

**Hopkins Committee Report (1947):**
Report to the U.S. Secretary of the Navy by the Committee to Study the Naval Administration of Guam & American Samoa, mimeo press release, var. pag., 1947. (Ernest M. Hopkins, a retired president of Dartmouth College, chaired this committee, a primary duty of which was to explore the question of whether Guamanians should become U.S. citizens. The Committee strongly recommended that they should, particularly in light of the strong loyalty shown by Guamanians to the U.S. during World War II.) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100C, Title 10, for $3.00]

**Non-Voting Delegates, Guam and the Virgin Islands: Hearing (1970)**
[Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 95-039, for $3.00]

**Non-Voting Delegates, Guam & the Virgin Islands: Hearing (1971)**
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 95-040, for $1.50]

**Alien Labor Program in Guam: Hearing (1973)**

**Jurisdiction of Submerged Lands in Guam, etc.: Hearing (1973)**
before the Subcommittee on Territorial & Insular Affairs of the Hse. Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess., Sept. 25, 1973, iii+80p, Wash., GPO, 1974. (Covers also the Virgin Islands and American Samoa) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 95-041, for $1.50]

**Legislative History of the Omnibus Insular Areas Act of 1979–1980:**
H.R. 3756, Public Law 96-205, (Dealing with American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, the Trust Territory of the Pacific, and the Virgin Islands): Compiled by the Subcommittee on National Parks & Insular Affairs of the Hse. Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 96th Cong., 2nd Sess., 5+185p, Wash., GPO, 1980. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 95-038 for $6.00]

**U.S. Insular Areas, Application of Relevant Provisions**
of the U.S. Constitution: Report to the Ranking Minority Member of the Hse. Committee on Interior & Insular Affairs, 106p, GAO/HRD-91-18, Wash., GAO, June 1991. (Deals with American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 95-037 for $3.00]

**The Application of Federal Laws in American Samoa, Guam,**

**Legal Research in the South Pacific:**
A preliminary bibliography of selected areas and issues: by Frederick Lee Hall, III, 113+4+1+20p, typescript, final draft, Dec. 31, 1992. (Covers American Samoa, Guam, Northern Marianas, Federated States of Micronesia & the Philippines.) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 92-400 for $3.00]

**General Publications**

---

Page 9
The Guam Recorder, Old Series:
Mar. 1924 to Nov. 1941, Vol. 12–18, plus an index (n.d.) for the full old series compiled by the staff of the Guam Public Library. (Originally owned by Mr. William R. Rawley, who was doing business as the Guam Press Assn., the Guam Recorder was purchased by the Naval Government of Guam, becoming a semi-official publication. Shortly after the Nov. 1941 issue the periodical became a casualty of World War II. LLMC’s run presently includes only Vol. 12–18, APR. 1935–Mar. 1941) [Available on 48 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 21 for $72.00]

The Guam Recorder, New Series:
Oct./Dec. 1971–1979, Vol. 1–9. Published by the Univ. of Guam, Micronesia Area Research Center, all publ.? (Vol. 1 consisted of one issue. Vol. 2 consisted of three issues, of which #2 & 3 were combined. Vol. 3 consisted of three issues. Vol. 4–9, 1974–1979, were annuals) [Available on 16 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100B, Title 22 for $24.00]

TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC

The UN Trusteeship Mandate

Text of the Trusteeship Agreement:
Approved by the Security Council, New York, 2 Apr. 1947. (Extracted from the British Treaty Series, Ser. No. 76, 1947) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 18, for $1.50]

Two Aspects of Trusteeship:
Presented to the First Trusteeship Council, 18p: Prep. in the State Department, Dept. of State Publication 2850, 1947. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 95, for $1.50]

[Scanned as 55000]
Annual Reports of the United States to the Trusteeship Council
of the UN: 1947–1993. (Reports on the U.S. administration of the TTPI. Reports are by the U.S. Navy for 1947/48–1951, by the Secretary of the Interior for 1952–1953, & by the Dept. of State thereafter.) [Available on 149 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 11, for $223.00]

Decolonization —A Special Issue on the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands: No.16, April 1880. (Decolonization is a publication of the UN Department of Political Affairs, Trusteeship and Decolonization) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 101, for $1.50]

Trust Territory Governance
In rough chronological order by first date of publication

TTPI – Naval Administration – Interim Regulations (1947?):
mimeo, var. pag., n.p., 1947? [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 1, for $3.00]

Jan. 1, 1947 to June 30, 1950. [Available on 20 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 86, for $30.00]

TTPI – Naval Administration – Handbook on the TTPI (1948):
viii+311p, Wash., GPO, 1948. (“A handbook for Use in Training & Administration,” prepared by the School of Naval Administration, Hoover Institute, Stanford University) [Available on 5 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 19, for $7.50]

Joint Resolution to Provide a Civil Government for the TTPI (1948):
The Trust Territory Court Reports:

Code of the Trust Territory of the Pacific, 1952:
xxxiii+161p, with an appendix of Executive Orders, Honolulu, Office of the High Commissioner, Dec. 22, 1952. [Available on 5 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 20, for $7.50]

Annotation of the Code of the TTPI, 1952:
n.a., typescript, unpaginated, n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 87, for $1.50]

Code of Regulations of the TTPI:
n.t.p., 288p, Saipan, TTPI Gov., n.d. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 5, for $6.00]

Rules & Regs. for Administration & Operation of the Constabulary (1952)
in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands: 30p, Saipan, Office of the High Commissioner, Jan. 30, 1952. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 14, for $1.50]

Code of the Trust Territory of the Pacific, 1959 Rev.:
Var. pag., Agana, Guam, Office of the High Commissioner, 31 Dec. 1959. [Available on 5 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 21, for $7.50]

High Commissioner—Statement of Objectives & Policies (1962)
of the TTPI: by M.W. Goding, High Commissioner, 7 p, Feb. 15, 1962. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 98, for $1.50]

Manual of Administration of the TTPI (1964):
2 vols., Saipan, Office of the High Commissioner, 28 Sept. 1964. [Available on 20 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 6, for $30.00]

Code of the Trust Territory of the Pacific, 1966 Rev.:
var. pag., Saipan, Office of the High Commissioner, Oct. 10, 1966. [Available on 6 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 22, for $9.00]

Code of the Trust Territory of the Pacific, 1970 Rev.:

The Territorial Register:
1974–1979, Vol. 1–2, publ. monthly by the Registrar of Corporations, Office of the Attorney General, Saipan. [Available on 10 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 4, for $15.00]

Hearing Bills to Continue the Civil Government for the TTPI (1975)
and to provide ex gratia payment to the people of Bikini Atoll in the Marshall Islands: Hearing before the House Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, Subcommittee on Territorial & Insular Affairs, Mar. 24, 1975, iii+56p., Wash., GPO, 1975. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 111, for $1.50]

TTPI – Foreign Investment Laws & Regulations (1976):
iii+18p, Saipan, Foreign Investment Branch, Dept. of the Attorney General, Sept., 1976. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 99, for $1.50]

Code of the Trust Territory of the Pacific, 1980:
U.S. TERRITORIES (Trust Territory of Pacific)

2 vols., Charlottesville, Michie, 1980. [Available on 14 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 24, for $21.00]

Legislative History of the Omnibus Insular Areas Act of 1979–1980:
H.R. 3756, Public Law 96-205, (Dealing with American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, the Trust Territory of the Pacific, and the Virgin Islands), Compiled by the Subcomm. on National Parks & Insular Affairs of the House Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 96th Cong., 2nd Sess., 5+185p, Wash., GPO, 1980. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 95-038 for $6.00]

General Works Relating to the Trust Territory
In chronological order by date of first publication

The Micronesian Reporter:
(A periodical) Nov. 1951 to 1st Quarter of 1980, Vol. 1–28, all published? (Issued by the HQ office of the TTPI. Title sometimes given as “Micronesian Reporter: The Journal of Micronesia”) [Available on 72 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 67, for $108.00]

United States Naval Administration of the TTPI:
by Dorothy E. Richard, 3 vols., Wash., Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, 1957. [Available on 29 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 15, for $43.50]

Land Tenure Patterns in the TTPI;
A Handbook Series Issued from the Office of the Staff Anthropologist, TTPI: various authors, vii+340p, Guam, TTPI, 1958. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 12, for $6.00]

TTPI - Division of Land Management, Land Management Conferences:

“The Nathan Report”;

Land Classification Program Proposal for the TTPI:
by Tamotsu Sahara, iii+30p, Honolulu, Land Study Bureau of the University of Hawaii, Dec. 1967. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 75, for $1.50]

An Outline of the Laws of the TTPI relating to Real Property:
by John P. Farrell, unpaginated, TTPI, Division of Land Management, Nov. 15, 1968. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 76, for $1.50]

Symposium on Land Tenure in Relation to Economic Development;
A Report of the Conference held at the University of the South Pacific, Laucala Bay, Suva, Fiji, Sept. 1–12, 1969: iv+72p, Noumea, New Caledonia, the South Pacific Commission, Sept. 1969. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 77, for $1.50]

Land Ownership in Micronesia:

My Land:
by James B. Johnson, unpaginated, TTPI Publications Office, July 1971. (A bilingual booklet explaining the essentials of the land registration system in the TTPI) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 78, for $1.50]

The Impact of Shifting our Strategic Base from Okinawa to Micronesia:

U.S. TERRITORIES (Trust Territory of Pacific)

by Charles A. Hammaker, Jr., 41p., Sd-778 888, Carlisle Barracks, PA, U.S. Army War College, 31 Jan 1974. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 100, for $1.50]

Justice in Micronesia:

Land Tenure Coursebook:
prep. by Ron Crocombe, 2 vols., University of the South Pacific Extensions Services, n.d. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 73, for $6.00]

Land Tenure in the Pacific, A Symposium:
10th Pacific Science Congress, Division of Geography, mimeo, 55p, n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 74, for $1.50]

MICRONESIA

Interim Governance
In rough chronological order by date of first publication

Council of Micronesia, Proceedings:

Congress of Micronesia, Laws & Resolutions:
July 1965–Oct. 1978, 1st to 7th Congresses. [Available on 72 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 30, for $108.00]

Congress of Micronesia, Journal of the General Assembly:
1965, 1st General & 1st Special Sessions, 2 vols., Saipan, Cong. of Micronesia, 1965. [Available on 34 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 85, for $51.00]

Congress of Micronesia, House Journals:

Congress of Micronesia, Senate Journals:

Negotiations Toward Self-governance
In chronological order by date of publication or event

Prelude to the Constitutional Convention

U.S. Congress – Joint Resolution Regarding the Status of the TTPI (1967);

Future Political Status Commission, Papers of the 2nd Meeting (1967):
Future Political Status Commission, Interim Report (1968)
to the Congress of Micronesia: 2nd Cong., 4th Reg. Sess., July 8, 1968, 125p, n.p., n.d. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 35, for $4.50]

Future Political Status Commission, Report (1969)
[Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 36, for $3.00]

to the 3rd Cong., 3rd Reg. Sess., July 1970, var. pag., n.p., n.d. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 37, for $3.00]

Congress of Micronesia – Political Status Digest (1970):   
[Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 38, for $4.50]

Papers of the Future Political Status Negotiations (1971)
[Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 39, for $6.00]

Report of President’s Personal Representative (1971)
on the status negotiations held in Hana, Maui, HI, Oct. 4–12, 1971: Submitted to the President by Franklin H. Williams, Nov. 24, 1971: typescript, 6+143p. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 42, for $3.00]

Joint Committee on Future Status, Report (1971)
[Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 43, for $3.00]

Congress of Micronesia – Political Status Digest: 4th Congress, 1971,   
var. pag., n.p., n.d. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 41, for $3.00]

Official Records of the 4th Round (1972)
of Micronesian future political status talks: held at Koror, Palau (Belau), Apr. 2–13, 1972, prepared by the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations, 64p, Wash, the Office, 1972. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 83, for $1.50]

Joint Committee on Future Status, Report (1972)
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 43, for $1.50]

Records of the Fifth Round (1972)
of Micronesian future political status negotiations: held in Wash., D.C., July 12 to Aug. 1, 1972, prepared by the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations, ii+35p, Wash., n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 44, for $1.50]

Draft Compact of Free Association (1972):
presented by the Join Committee on Future Status to the Congress of Micronesia, 4th Cong., 2nd Spec. Sess., August 1972, var. pag., n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 45, for $1.50]

Analysis of the Draft Compact of Association (1972):
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 46, for $1.50]
Proceedings of the Sixth Round (1972)
of future political status negotiations: held at Barbers Point, Oahu, HI, Sept. 28 to Oct. 6, 1972, prepared
by the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations, v+36p, Wash., the Office, 1972. [Available on 1 24x
fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 48, for $1.50]

Proceedings of the Sixth Round (1972)
of future political status negotiations: held at Barbers Point, Oahu, HI, Sept. 28 to Oct. 6, 1972, prep. by
the Congress of Micronesia, Joint Committee on Future Status, v+34p, Saipan, Joint Comm., 1972.
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 84, for $1.50]

Congress of Micronesia – Political Status Digest (1972):
4th Cong., 1972, var. pag., n.p., n.d. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 47, for $4.50]

Joint Comm. on Future Status, East. Districts Subcom.: Hearings (1973)
as LLMC 82-100F, Title 49, for $7.50]

Joint Comm. on Future Status, East. Districts Subcom.: Report (1973)
to the 5th Congress of Micronesia, iii+17p, Saipan, the Congress, 1973. [Available on 1 24x fiche as
LLMC 82-100F, Title 51, for $1.50]

Joint Comm. on Future Status, West. Districts Subcom.: Hearings (1973)
LLMC 82-100F, Title 50, for $6.00]

Joint Comm. on Future Status, West. Districts Subcom.: Report (1973)
to the 5th Congress of Micronesia, iii+23p, Saipan, the Congress, 1973. [Available on 1 24x fiche as
LLMC 82-100F, Title 52, for $1.50]

Fourteen Questions:
article listing and responding to the fourteen most often asked questions encountered by the Joint
Committee on Future Status Subcommittees in their district hearings, n.a., 36p., n.p., n.d. [Available on 1
24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 53, for $1.50]

Joint Committee on Future Status, Summary (1973)
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 54, for $1.50]

Micronesian Status Negotiations, Seventh Round (1973)
held in Wash., D.C., Nov. 14–21, 1973, prepared by the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations,
iii+59p, Wash., the Office, n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 55, for $1.50]

Joint Committee on Future Status, Report (1974)
on the seventh round of status negotiations: held in Wash., DC., v+120p., Saipan, the Committee, Jan.
1974. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 56, for $3.00]

Micronesian Constitutional Convention, 1975

Organizational Activities & Materials:
mimeo, var. pag., Saipan, n.p., 1975. [Available on 15 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 88, for $22.50]

Delegation Directory (with Biographies):
unpaginated, Saipan, n.p., 1975. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 89, for $3.00]

Delegate Proposals:
U.S. TERRITORIES (Micronesia)

No.1–162, mimeo, var. pag., Saipan, n.p., 1975. [Available on 6 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 90, for $9.00]

Committee Reports:
Nos. 1–67 and Outline of Constitution & Articles I–XVI, mimeo, var. pag., Saipan, n.p., 1975. [Available on 12 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 91, for $18.00]

Minutes, etc. of the Committee of the Whole:
Minutes, July 22 to Nov. 6, 1975; Resolutions, Nos. 1–38; and Proposals, Petitions & Memorials, mimeo, Saipan, n.p., 1975. [Available on 28 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 92, for $42.00]

Convention Journal:
mimeo, 603p, Saipan, n.p., 1975. [Available on 42 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 93, for $63.00]

Press Releases:
Nos. 1–116, mimeo, var. pag., Saipan, n.p., 1975. [Available on 7 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 94, for $10.50]

Constitution of the Federated States of Micronesia:
Multi-language edition, var. pag., Saipan, Micronesian Constitutional Convention, 1975. [Available on 6 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 103, for $9.00]

A Glossary of Words and Terms Used in the Constitution:
20p, Saipan, Education for Self-Government, 1976. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 104, for $1.50]

Analysis of the Proposed Constitution
of the Federated States of Micronesia: draft, unpaginated, issued by the Political Status Commission of the Marshall Islands, 1976? [Available on 5 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 97, for $7.50]

Evolution to Separate Political Entities
Arranged in chronological order.

Micronesian Status Negotiations, 8th Round (1976):
held in Saipan, May 28 to June 2, 1976, prep. by the Office for Micronesian Status Negotiations, iv+47p, Wash., the Office, n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 57, for $1.50]

Joint Committee on Future Status, Report on Eighth Round
of Status Negotiations; held in Saipan, to the 6th Cong. of Micronesia, 2nd Spec. Sess.: v+119p, Saipan, the Joint Comm., June 1976. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 58, for $4.50]

Summary Record of the U.S.–Micronesia Roundtable Conference
on the Future Political Status of the Trust Territory of the Pacific: held on Guam, July 25–27, 1977: prepared by the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations, iv+50p, Wash., the Office, 1977. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 59, for $1.50]

U.S. Department of the Interior Order No. 3027, Interim Transition
to Governments Based on Locally Developed Constitutions in the Trust Territory of the Pacific; Order issued by Acting Secretary of the Interior James A. Joseph, Oct. 1, 1978: Wash., the Dept., 1978. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 60, for $1.50]

Materials on the Compact of Free Association
for Micronesia, Palau and the Marshalls: materials from the Congressional Record and other sources compiled by the staff of the Hawaiian/Pacific Collection of the University of Hawaii Library, in three volumes, Honolulu, the Library, 1980. [Available on 8 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 61, for $12.00]
Compact of Free Association
between the United States and the Governments of Palau, the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia: mimeo of initialed copies, Oct. 31, 1980 & Nov. 11, 1980, var. pag., with additional agreement between the U.S. and the FSM regarding aspects of marine sovereignty and jurisdiction. Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 10, for $3.00]

Environmental Impact Statement Relative to the Proposed Compact
of Free Association; Summary of the environmental impact statement scoping meeting, Aug. 28, 1980, between the U.S. and the governments of Palau, the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia: 23p, Wash., Office for Micronesian Status Negotiations, Jan. 5, 1981. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 9, for $1.50]

Micronesian Status Negotiations – Opening Statement, Maui Conference,
Oct. 3, 1981: mimeo, var. pag., n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 113, for $1.50]

Trusteeship Termination; Advisory Council on Historic Preservation;
Comments: var. pag., n.p., Aug. 25, 1981. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 112, for $3.00]

From Trusteeship to...? – Micronesia & its Future;
A joint publication of the Micronesia Support Committee and the Pacific Concerns Research Center: 2nd ed., 64p, Honolulu, printed by the Maka'ainana Media, August 1982. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 102, for $1.50]

The Compact of Free Association, History & Materials;
Class notes and addenda: by Henry M. Schwalbenberg, mimeo, var. pag., Jan. 29, 1983. (Issued by the author & others. Covers all Micronesian jurisdictions.) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 13, for $3.00]

Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Compact of Free Association:
var. pag., Wash., Office for Micronesian Status Negotiations, 1984. (Covers FSM, RMI & Palau) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 16, for $3.00]

The Compact of Free Association, Foreign Policy Provisions,
A section by section legal analysis: by Daniel H. Zafren, 30p, Wash., the Library of Congress Congressional Research Service, July 19, 1984. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 63, for $1.50]

Micronesia Compact of Free Association; Hearing before the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs, 98th Cong., 2nd Sess., Sept. 18, 1984: iii+172p, Wash., GPO, 1984. (Covers FSM & RMI) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 17, for $3.00]

Senate Report Approving the Compact of Free Association:

U.S. Congress – Hearings on the Compact of Free Association
(Micronesia-wide): held before the Subcommittee on Public Lands & National Parks, House Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 98th Cong., 2nd Sess., Apr. 27 to Dec. 12, 1984: in 8 parts, Wash., GPO, 1984–85. (Pt. 1—Federal program funding under the compact, 4/27/84, & Impact of compact on education & legal services in Micronesia, 6/28/84; Pt. 2—Compensation for victims of nuclear testing in the Marshall Islands, 5/8/84; Pt. 3—Impact of compact on economic development in Micronesia, 5/21/84; Pt. 4—General law provisions of the proposed compact, 6/12/84; Pt. 5—Foreign policy implications of the proposed compact, 6/26/84; Pt. 6—National security implications of the proposed compact, 7/7-9/84; Pt. 7—Environmental protection under the proposed compact, 9/25/84; Pt. 8—Health care, currently & under the proposed compact, 12/12/84) [Available on 29 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 109, for $43.50]
U.S. TERRITORIES (Micronesia)

U.S. President; Message transmitting Proposed Legislation

Senate Report Approving the Compact of Free Association:

Hearings on the Compact of Free Association (Micronesia-wide)
held before the Subcommittee on Public Lands, House Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 99th Cong., 1st Sess., Mar. 7 to May. 20, 1985, in 4 parts, Wash., GPO, 1986. (Pt. 1—Potential impact of compact on U.S. territories & commonwealths, 3/7/85; Pt. 2—The proposed compact & the Marshall Islands, 3/14/85; Pt. 3—The proposed compact & the Federated States of Micronesia, 3/19/85; Pt. 4—The proposed compact & Palau) [Available on 14 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 110, for $21.00]

U.S. Congress – House Report Approving the Compact
of Free Association with the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia, and approving conditionally the Compact of Free Association with Palau: House Rept. No. 99-188, issued by the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, 99th Cong., 1st Sess., July 1, 1985, in four parts, Wash., GPO, 1985. [Available on 10 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 21, for $15.00]

Materials on the Compact of Free Association
or Micronesia, Palau and the Marshalls: materials from the Congressional Record and other sources, compiled by the staff of the Hawaiian/Pacific Collection of the University of Hawaii Library, in two volumes, Honolulu, the Library, 1985. [Available on 8 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 64, for $12.00]

Hearing on the Micronesian Compact:
held before the House Subcommittee on Immigration, Refugees & International Law, of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 99th Cong., 1st Sess., July 18, 1985: iii+76p, Wash., GPO, 1985. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 107, for $1.50]

Compact of Free Association Act of 1985 (FSM & Marshall Islands):

Proclamation of the U.S. President Placing into Full Force and Effect
the Covenant with the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Compacts of Free Association with the Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall Islands; Issued on Nov. 3, 1986 by President Ronald Reagan, with accompanying White House statement and the executive order placing responsibility for relations with the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior: typescript, var. pag., n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 65, for $1.50]

U.S. Congress; Hearing on the Implementation of the Compact
REPUBLIC OF BELAU (PALAU)

Constitution & Laws
In chronological order by date of first publication. Belau is covered also in titles listed in the preceding Micronesia section and in some of the earlier FSM titles listed in the following section.

Papers of the Constitutional Convention:
in English & Palauan, mimeo, var. pag., n.p., n.d.
[Available on 7 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 6, for $10.50]

Draft Constitutions, Alternatives I & II:
[Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 11, for $3.00]

Palau’s Constitutional Convention, An Informal Report:
by Harrup A. Freeman, typescript, Honolulu, Feb. 27, 1979.
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 16, for $1.50]

The Constitution of the Republic of Palau, 1979:
mimeo copy of the original signed version, 39p, Koror, Palau, 1979. (Constitutional Convention held Jan. 28 to Apr. 2, 1979) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 1, for $1.50]

various pagination, Koror. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 19, for $1.50]

Palau’s Constitutional Tangle:
by Donald R. Shuster, mimeo, 1+24p, Honolulu, Univ. of Hawaii, Graduate Div., Nov. 22, 1979.
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 34, for $1.50]

Report of the UN Visiting Mission to Observe the Referendum in Palau:

Constitutional Development in Palau – Fact Sheet:
mimeo, 6p, Wash., (issued by an unidentified agency of the U.S. Government), July 18, 1980. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 20, for $1.50]

The Republic of Belau, Profile of a New Pacific Island Nation:
44p, Koror, published by the Office of the President, Inauguration Day, Jan. 31, 1981. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 23, for $1.50]

More Constitutions for Palau:
draft paper by Donald R. Shuster, typescript, 11p, n.p., Sept. 1, 1981. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 24, for $24]

National Code of the Republic of Palau, 1985:
[Available on 23 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 2, for $34.50]

Status Negotiations with the United States
In chronological order by date of publication.

Palau Political Status Commission Situation Report:
105p, Koror, Palau, Western Caroline Islands, the Commission, Oct. 15, 1976.
[Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 12, for $3.00]
Palau Indicative Development Plan:
[Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 13, for $4.50]

Palau Political Status Commission; Declaration of Intent:
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 14, for $1.50]

Concerned Citizens of Palau; A Petition

to the Hon. Adrian P. Winkel, High Commissioner of the Trust Territory of the Pacific, mimeo, 6p, Feb. 19, 1978. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 15, for $1.50]

Statement by Ambassador Peter R. Rosenblatt,
Personal Representative of the U.S. Pres. for Micronesian Status Negotiations: typescript, 8p, Koror, Apr. 30, 1979. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 17, for $1.50]

Palau/U.S. Agreement Regarding Military Use & Operating Rights
of the U.S. Government in Palau; Concluded pursuant to Sections 321 & 323 of the Compact of Free Association: copy of the initialed copy, var. pag., initialed Nov. 17, 1980. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 22, for $4.50]

Compact of Free Association and Subsidiary Agreements:
mimeo, var. pag., Koror, distributed by the Office of the President, Haruo I. Remeliik, Mar. 25, 1981. [Available on 8 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 21, for $12.00]

Palau/United States Agreements Regarding the Compact of Free Association
... and amending the Military Use & Operating Rights Agreement: var. pag., Agana, Guam, July 1, 1983. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 25, for $1.50]

Compact of Free Association; Redraft, 1983:
unpagated mimeo, Koror, distributed by the Office of the President of Palau, Oct. 26, 1983. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 26, for $3.00]

U.S. Congress, Compact of Free Association with Palau
(signed 23 May 1984): Committee Pr. No. 4, House Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, iii+24p, Wash., GPO, 1985. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 27, for $1.50]

Summary and Analysis of the 1984 Compact of Free Association:
n.a., mimeo, 20p, Koror, Belau Pacific Center, June 29, 1984. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 28, for $1.50]

An Independent Report on the Belau Plebiscite of 1984:
n.a., 4+46p, Koror, Belau Pacific Center, Nov. 1984. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 29, for $1.50]

U.S. President; Message Transmitting Draft of Proposed Legislation

Compact of Free Association with Palau; Hearing before the Senate

Compact of Free Association Between the U.S. & Palau; Hearings
U.S. TERRITORIES (Belau)


Palau’s Strategic Position Places Democracy at Risk: by John Anglim, 1+18p, Sydney, Australian Defense Academy, April 1988. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100G, Title 33, for $1.50]

FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA

Governance Documents, National
Arranged by date of first publication. Early documents date to when the FSM was a part of the TTPI.

Laws & Resolutions of the Federated States of Micronesia, 1979–1986:
1st Cong., 2nd Reg. Sess. to 4th Cong., 3rd Spec. Sess. [Available on 34 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 1, for $51.00]

FSM; Foreign Investment Law 2-5 & Regulations, 1981–1986:
mimeo, var. pag., n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 10 for $1.50]

Supreme Court of the FSM; Court Rules and General Orders:

Supreme Court of the FSM; Interim Reporter:
Aug.3, 1981 to Apr., 1996, Vol. 1–7, mimeo, looseleaf, Pohnpei. (Vol. 4 lacks pages 246–309, and Vol. 7 lacks pages 266–506. Since the same gaps were found in the copies of three reliable libraries, these pages may not exist. If they do show up, they will be filmed and a supplement fiche will be issued.) [Available on 34 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 21, for $51.00]

Interim Reporter; Digest & Updater:

Code of the Federated States of Micronesia, 1982:

Governance Documents, the FSM States
Arranged alphabetically by state and then by date of first publication. Note that the earlier documents date to the period when the FSM was a part of the Trust Territory of the Pacific.

(Chuuk) Truk District Code, 1970:
looseleaf, var. pag., Seattle, Book Publishing Company, 1970. [Available on 12 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 26, for $18.00]

Truk District Charter, 1977;
As approved by the 7th Congress of Micronesia, 1st Spec. Sess., var. pag., Saipan, the Congress, August 29, 1977. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 2, for $3.00]

Constitution of the State of Truk, 1985:
25+5p, n.p. (Includes the call to the general election of Mar. 11, 1986.) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 15, for $1.50]

Constitution of the State of Chuuk, 1988:
31p, n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 16, for $1.50]

Kosrae District Charter, 1978;
As approved by the 7th Congress of Micronesia, 2nd Reg. Sess., var. pag., Saipan, the Congress, Feb. 14, 1978. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 3, for $3.00]

Pohnpei/Ponape District Code, 1978;
Public Law No. 6-130, as amended by P.L. No. 7-124, with amendments by the High Commissioner of the TTPI through Jan.22, 1979: mimeo, 17p, Saipan, Office of the High Commissioner, 1979. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 5, for $1.50]

The Pohnpei Constitution and the Legislature Rules of Order, 1984:

Yap Islands Code, 1968:
10+47p, Yap, Western Caroline Islands, the Yap District Legislature & the Yap District Administration, April 1968. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 27, for $3.00]

Yap District Code & Basic Documents, 1970:
5+xxxviii+70p, Yap, Western Caroline Islands, the Yap District Legislature & the Yap District Administration, May 1970. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 28, for $3.00]

Yap State Code, 1988 Ed.:
looseleaf, organized by Code Title numbers. Yap, the Gov., 1987. (The title page says 1987, but the preface calls this the “1988 ed.,” and it was actually released in January of 1988) [Available on 8 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 13, for $12.00]

Yap District Charter, 1978;
As approved by the 7th Congress of Micronesia, 2nd Reg. Sess., var. pag., Saipan, the Congress, Feb. 19, 1978. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 4, for $3.00]

Constitution of the State of Yap, 1982:
17p, n.p., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 14, for $1.50]

Laws & Resolutions of the State of Yap: 1983–1984,
Yap Legis., 1st Reg. Sess to 2nd Reg. Sess. [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 12, for $6.00]

Status Negotiations With the United States
In chronological order by date of first publication. Note that many multi-jurisdiction titles, which include coverage of what would become the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), are listed in the preceding Micronesian section.

**Report of the Commission on Future Political Status & Transition:**
mimeo, var. pag., Kolonia, Ponape, Eastern Caroline Islands, the Commission, June 20, 1980. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 6, for $4.50]

**A Comparison and Cross-Analysis of the Constitution of the FSM**
and the Draft Compact of Free Association: prepared by Michael A. White for the Joint Commission on Future Status: draft, mimeo, 32p, n.p., n.d.[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 17, for $1.50]

**Compact of Free Association and Related Agreements**

**Final Report of the Plebiscite Commission**
on the public information program and plebiscite on the future political status of the Federated States of Micronesia: 2 vols., Kolonia, Ponape, the Commission, July 15, 1983. [Available on 6 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 8, for $9.00]

**The Federated States of Micronesia: Report**
Issued by the FSM Representative Office, various pagination, Wash., the Office, Dec. 1, 1983. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100H, Title 9, for $1.50]

**General Works on Areas Now Part of the FSM**
In chronological order by date of first publication

**Micronesian Advocate:**
A legal review published in the TTPI, from Jan. 13, 1967 to the final, undated issue (probably publ. in 1968), Vol. 1, #2 to Vol. 2, #3, Kolonia, Ponape, Eastern Caroline Islands, the Ponapean District Bar Assn., 1967–68. [Available on 8 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 68, for $12.00]

**Native Land Tenure in the Truk District:**
by John L. Fischer, typescript, two versions. (One version is unpaginated & undated. The other is 26p. & dated 1950). [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 70, for $3.00]

**Contemporary Ponapean Land Tenure:**
by John L. Fischer, typescript, two versions. (One is dated 1951 & has various pagination; another is paginated p.36–57 followed by 24 pages of unpaginated text & is undated.) [Available on 6 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 71, for $9.00]

**Land Tenure Patterns on Yap Island:**
by Francis Mahoney, typescript, unpaginated, n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 72, for $1.50]

**Land Tenure & Power; A Basis for Community Development Planning**
on Ponape: by Marcelino Actouka & Charlie Ice, ii+35p, Honolulu, U.H. Urban & Regional Planning Prog., Spring 1981. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100F, Title 81, for $1.50]

**Legal Research in the South Pacific:**
A preliminary bibliography of selected areas and issues: by Frederick Lee Hall, III, 113+4+1+20p, typescript, final draft, Dec. 31, 1992. (Covers Am. Samoa, Guam, Northern Marianas, Federated States of Micronesia & the Philippines.) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 92-400 for $3.00]
REPUBLIC OF THE MARSHALL ISLANDS

Governance Documents
Arranged by date of first publication. Earlier documents when the Marshall Islands were a part of the TTPI.

Draft Constitution of Ralik Ratak, 1977:
Compiled & prepared by the Committee on Convention Procedure & Jurisdiction, Marshall Islands Constitutional Convention, C.P.J Draft No. 1, var. pag., Majuro, the Committee, Sept. 22, 1977. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 7, for $4.50]

Constitution of the Marshall Islands, Dec. 1, 1978:
1+64p, Majuro, the Constitutional Convention, Jan. 4, 1979. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 1, for $3.00]

Constitution of the Marshall Islands, 1979:
5+57p, printed by the Micronitor News & Printing Co., May 1983. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 5, for $1.50]

Public Service Regulations of the Marshall Islands, 1980:
var. pag., Majuro, the Government of the Marshall Islands, 1980. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 8, for $1.50]

Marshall Islands Supreme Court; Rules of Evidence, 1982:
mimeo, 5+29p, issued by Harold W. Burnett, Chief Justice, Apr. 6, 1982. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 17, for $1.50]

Judiciary Act of the Republic of the Marshall Islands,

Marshall Islands Judiciary – Report
for the period Mar.3, 1982–Mar. 2, 1983: looseleaf, 18p. + exhibits, Majuro, issued by the Chief Justice of the Supreme & High Courts & the Presiding Judge of the District Court, Nov. 28, 1983. [Available on 10 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 21, for $15.00]

Marshall Islands High Court; Selected Decisions & Digests of Decisions
for the period Apr. 1982 to Mar. 1985: assembled by Cathrina de Brum under the direction of Chief Justice John C. Lanham, ii+80+3p, n.p., n.d. [Available on 5 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 24, for $1.50]

Marshall Islands High Court; Rules of Appellate Procedure, 1983:
mimeo, var. pag., issued by John C. Lanham, Chief Justice, Apr. 27, 1983. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 3, for $1.50]

Marshall Islands High Court; Rules of Civil Procedure, 1983:
mimeo, var. pag., issued by John C. Lanham, Chief Justice, Apr. 27, 1983. [Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 3, for $4.50]

Manual of Forms, Substantive Laws, & Procedures for Handling Adoptions

Manual on How to do a Divorce Case in the Marshall Islands;
Together with forms (includes separation and annulment): by John C. Lanham, Chief Justice of the High Court, 15p + forms, n.p., Nov. 9, 1983. [Available on 6 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 20, for $9.00]
High Court; Temporary Rules of Procedure in Cases Establishing Deaths
based upon absences or disappearances of persons, 1984: mimeo, 5+6p, issued by John C. Lanham, Ch. Just., Apr. 2, 1984. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 18, for $1.50]

Marshall Islands Traditional Rights Court; Rules, 1984:
Rule ko non Wajen Jerbal an Traditional Rights Court Eo, Marshalese & English languages, var. pag., Majuro, issued by the High Court, Mar. 23, 1984.[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 15, for $1.50]

Marshall Islands Nuclear Claims Tribunal Act of 1987:
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 26, for $1.50]

Marshall Islands Revised Code, 1988:
looseleaf, 2 vols., Majuro, the Nitejela, 1988. [Available on 15 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 2, for $22.50]

Status Negotiations With the United States;
In chronological order by date of first publication.

Interim Report of the Political Status Commission of the Marshall Islands:
28p, Majuro, Marshall Islands, the Commission, Apr. 1976. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 6, for $1.50]

Compact of Free Association and Related Agreements
between the governments of the Marshall Islands and the United States: 3+307p, Majuro, The Committee on Political Education, 1982? [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 12, for $6.00]

Memorandum of Understanding between the Governments
of the Marshall Islands and the United States, May 16, 1982, and other documents, in order to expedite the negotiation, approval, and implementation of the Compact of Free Association on or before Oct. 1, 1982, and to terminate the trusteeship agreement: var. pag., Washington, n.p., May/June, 1982. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 11, for $1.50]

Draft Analysis of the U.S. Joint Resolution for Approval of the Compact
of Free Association; Addressed by the Chief Secretary and Adviser to the President and Cabinet to the President, the Cabinet, the Nitijela, and the Departmental Secretaries: mimeo, 40p, Jan. 9, 1986. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 4, for $1.50]

Compilation of Agreements & Related Documents
between the United States and the Freely Associated State of the Republic of the Marshall Islands:
compiled by the staff of the Hawaiian/Pacific Collection of the Univ. of Hawaii Library, var. pag., Honolulu, the Staff, n.d. (Contains a wide assortment of agreements, presidential proclamations, and portions of U.S. statutes implementing bilateral compacts between the two governments.) [Available on 5 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 25, for $7.50]

General Works on the Marshall Islands;
In chronological order by date of publication

Land Tenure in the Marshall Islands:
by J.A. Tobin, iii+67p, Atoll Research Bull. No. 11, Wash., Pacific Research Board, National Research Council, June 1956. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 14, for $3.00]

Traditional Leadership in the Constitution of the Marshall Islands;
With comparative notes: by C. Joseph Lynch, viii+54p, Honolulu, CAPS/UH, 1984? [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100I, Title 22, for $1.50]
COMMONWEALTH NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

Constitutional Convention, 1976 – Briefing Papers for Delegates:
prepared by the law firm of Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering, Briefing Papers No. 1–14 & References, 2 vols.,
Saipan, Office of Transition Studies & Planning, 1976. [Available on 14 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title
19, for $21.00]

Analysis of the Constitution of the Commonwealth
[Available on 3 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 12, for $4.50]

Constitution of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, 1976:
5+36p, n.d. (Pamphlet apparently was issued by the Government of the NMI. Contains also President
Carter’s “certification” and proclamation dated Oct. 24, 1977.) [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-
100J, Title 1, for $1.50]

Gubernatorial Inauguration Address
by Dr. Carlos S. Camacho, Governor: 1+15p, Saipan, the Commonwealth Government, n.d. [Available on
1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 22, for $1.50]

82-100J, Title 23, for $3.00]

Commonwealth Register – Adopted Regulations:
Reprint of regulations published in the Register between Oct. 1978 & Feb.1, 1985, with index, looseleaf, 2
[Available on 18 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 13, for $27.00]

Office of Coastal Resources Management – Rules & Regulations:
reprinted from the Commonwealth Register, Oct. 15, 1985, pp. 4083–4144. [Available on 2 24x fiche as
LLMC 82-100J, Title 24, for $3.00]

Northern Mariana Commonwealth Legislature; Laws and Resolutions:
LLMC 82-100J, Title 5, for $37.50]

Commonwealth Covenant, 1975, with Technical Agreement & History:
n.a., mimeo, var. pag., n.p., n.d. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 10, for $3.00]

Section by Section Analysis of the Covenant to Establish a Commonwealth
of the Northern Mariana Islands, n.a., iii+138p, Saipan, Marianas Political Status Commission, Feb. 15,
1975. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 11, for $3.00]

The Covenant … Explained:
n.a., 1+13p, Saipan, Office of the Plebiscite Commissioner, May 1975. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC
82-100J, Title 17, for $1.50]

Technical Agreement regarding the Use of Land to be Leased by the U.S.
in the Northern Mariana Islands: 1+20p + maps, Saipan, Office of the Plebiscite Commissioner, May 1975.
[Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 16, for $1.50]

U.S. Congress; The Commonwealth Covenant; Hearing
before the Subcommittee on Territorial & Insular Affairs, House Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 94th
[Available on 8 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 8, for $12.00]
U.S. TERRITORIES (Northern Marianas)

U.S. Congress; Report on the Commonwealth Covenant

U.S. Congress; The Commonwealth Covenant; Hearing
before the Senate Committee on Armed Services, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., Nov. 17, 1975: iii+108p, Wash., GPO, 1976. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 7, for $3.00]

The Commonwealth Covenant and Related U.S. Documents:
n.a., 1+37p, Saipan, the Commonwealth Gov., n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 14, for $1.50]

Dept. of the Interior; Documents relating to the Northern Mariana Islands:
var. pag., Honolulu, documents assembled by the staff of the Hawaiian Pacific Collection of the Univ. of Hawaii Library, n.d. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 18, for $1.50]

Legislative History of the Omnibus Insular Areas Act of 1979–1980:
H.R. 3756, Public Law 96-205: Compiled by the Subcommittee on National Parks & Insular Affairs of the House Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 96th Cong., 2nd Sess., 5+185p, Wash., GPO, 1980. (Deals with American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, the Trust Territory of the Pacific, and the Virgin Islands.) [Available on 4 24x fiche as LLMC 95-038 for $6.00]

Welcoming America’s Newest Commonwealth:
the 2nd interim report to the Congress of the U.S. of the Northern Mariana Islands Commission on Federal Laws, Parts 1 & 2 with documentary supplement, Wash., the Commission, Aug. 1985. [Available on 18 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 25, for $27.00]

U.S. President; Proclamation placing in Full Force & Effect the Covenant
of Commonwealth with the Northern Mariana Islands...; With accompanying White House statements and the executive order establishing the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to conduct relations between the U.S. & the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas: typescript, var. pag., Nov. 3, 1986. [Available on 1 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 15, for $1.50]

Documents from the 3rd Round of the Covenant Section 902 Consultations

General Works on the Northern Marianas: In chronological order by date of publication

Government of the Northern Marianas – Briefing Booklet:
n.a., 2+49p, n.p., n.d. [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 82-100J, Title 21, for $3.00]

Agenda for the Commonwealth, A Government Plan

Application of Relevant Provisions of the U.S. Constitution
to U.S. Insular Areas; Report to the Ranking Minority Member of the House Committee on Interior & Insular Affairs, 106p, GAO/HRD-91-18, Wash., GAO, June 1991. (Deals with American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.) [Available on 2 24x fiche as LLMC 95-037 for $3.00]

The Application of Federal Laws in ..., the Northern Mariana Islands ...: